
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

If shit does not hurt you, 

 it is not the Truth. 
 

  



THE INVINCIBLE SOLACE 

 

 

If you want to cry, think of your life 

If you need to smile, watch how the others live 

Either way 

It would be the same 

If you feel alone, call your mother 

If you need to be alone, tell your mother 

Either way 

It would be the same 

 

If you need to feel life, embrace a child 

If you don't want to live anymore, be a weeping child 

Either way 

It would be the same 

If you want to feel supreme, just believe in your faith 

If you need to be enlightened, appreciate the others'  

Either way 

It would be the same 

If you want to be a hero, destroy the enemy 

If you're feeling hopeless, save someone's life 

Either way 

It would feel the same 

If you want to look rich, spend your money 

If you need to feel rich, be happy 

Either way 

It would feel the same 

If you want to be respected, live 

If you want to be famous, be dead 

Either way 

It would feel the same 

 

  



THE UNSUNG HERO OF MARANG ROAD 

 

A man, in his late thirties 

Sells fish in the morning 

Iced Watermelons and Pineapples at noon 

And Balut eggs from six in the evening to two in the morning 

He barely sleeps 

For he is always loving 

Never gets hungry, throat is always dry 

Wife, kids and a perishing motorbike 

Cherished 

Mind, body and soul 

Perished 

He is the unsung hero of Marang Road 

Passed by hundreds at daylight 

Life; in jeopardy at night 

A regular visitor in his own home 

Or a house 

No one greets 

No one cares 

He is the unsung hero of Marang Road 

A boy was sobbing nearby the man 

My siblings are starving, the boy said 

The man took fifty from his pocket; the boy 

Took it and ran 

He is the unsung hero of Marang Road 

A prostitute was being harassed by a group of drunktards 

The man intervened, he was stabbed forty-four times 

That was four in the afternoon 

Silence 

He is the unsung hero of Marang Road 

 

  



 

The innocent paramours of lefty 

 

My two paramours, are both black 

They don't have names,  

My wife simply regards them as my mistresses 

For I always indulge a pleasurable romancing  

With those slippery, voluptuous bodies 

Addictive touches to vindictive response;  

Neither heaven nor hell,  

It just feels good 

My paramours vary in proportions 

The other is curvy, the other is edgy 

And both could sing, scream and grind 

Both are yielding for their exceptional capabilities;  

Always make me blind 

The sound they make is hallucinating 

My soul elopes my body to watch  

Hear and feel the delightful rhapsody 

Strum, pluck and slide 

Still, escape; flash 

Always make me blind 

 

  



Where the fuck is my Lighter? 

 

Where the fuck is my Lighter? 

Every goddamn drinking session, one nitwit would use it without returning 

Hence, a Lighter could be a metaphor for many things 

Money, trust and your girlfriend just to name a few 

Well in fact, most of the things 

Cherished or not; it could disappear in a blink 

But who is to blame? 

You of course, along with a plethora of playful circumstances 

 

A lighter is suppose to return in your pocket every time you lit a ciggy  

Or a joint, or a sky-rocket firework standing stiffly on a drunktard's asshole 

But why in the flying fuck it won't come back most of the time? 

A cheap-ass lighter only costs ten pesos for fuck's sake 

Every goddamn drinking session, I will go home without my lighter 

And a scoundrel will wake up in the morning with four to six lighters in his pocket 

Is this really the way of the world? 

It's not a question, mosquito-brain 

Now return my damn lighter 

And disappear forever 

Red, blue, green or clear 

I cherish them all 

One by one, piece by piece 

I won't let them go until they went dry 

For a Lighter is useful for many things 

Aside from keeping my ciggy to mess with my lungs 

Ruin my teeth, dry my mind 

Kill my soul 

Where the fuck is my Lighter? 

 

  



Anarchy should die 

 

At some point, Anarchy should die 

because it's unreasonable 

because it's self-righteous 

because it's illusory 

 

The word has been widely used by scumbags 

longing for fame and fortune 

And the fundamental word used by grasping maniacs 

to build their own empire 

Anarchy is not music 

Anarchy is not fashion 

Anarchy is not literature 

Anarchy is not a movement 

Anarchy is a license to steal  

Anarchy is an excuse for abuse 

Anarchy is a hall pass to kill  

Anarchy is to make crystal meth available in a nearby store 

Anarchy is to burn 

Anarchy is to drown 

Anarchy is to poison 

Anarchy is to strangle the reverberating truth about its declining gravity 

hence, 

Anarchy is not lawlessness 

Anarchy is not a revolution 

Anarchy is not for freedom 

for most of these gluttonous beasts benefit from the greatest word starting from 'A' 

next to Amen 

 



ALPHA INDIO OMEGA 

 

I would travel to the Moon with my grandchild's skateboard 

And raise the flag, terminate the skeptics and put their souls to Mars 

Nitwits in millions applaud, I beamed in thrill 

A kind of painted-in-blood smile that could demean a peaceful soul   

 

I would stab my sons to the heart, I said,  

If they contradict my wicked principles 

They wink at me like pundit donkeys,  

And I liked it  

My woman is importunate? Leave her alone, 

I am about to replace her anyway 

 

My daughter sucker punched a noble person the other day,  

That's my girl right there.  Papa loves you even more,  

But next time could you use the steel knuckles that  

I gave you on your fifth birthday 

 

I slapped the living daylight out of my granddaughter last night,  

With a four thousand dollar leather clutch bag 

She said 'Pa, I'm so sorry',  

I hugged her tight with a Parisian Fur Coat 

 

Thieves were pissing me off recently, they are annoyingly comfortable 

Hence, I destroyed their grand chariots 

The next day, my son received his shiny red sports car 

The people went nuts, in thrill, hostility and envy  

 

My in-law complained about my son's womanizing,  

girls were left and right she said 

I was so proud, I thought my eldest is a fucking fairy 



oh well, what a fucking relief  

Then I said to his wife, just shut the fuck up and dance  

to the tune of Rebel Yell 

She left, weeping.  

I went berserk. 

 

I am god.  

At least here, in hell that I proudly created 

Dwelled by foolish people in humongous groups 

Blockheads, whores, zombies 

Sweaty balls licking money worshipping boosters 

I love them 

For they worship me 

 

 

  



THE HORDE 

Saying "the nation is slowly healing" 

Is a bold slap in your own face 

It's like saying, we are the greatest 

When in fact, you belong to a fucked up race 

This is the era when, no one could go wrong 

Self-righteousness is a disease, worst than the rising of the dead 

If you believe it is better to mum to avoid confusion and disorder 

Then you're better off dead 

 

You're just one of those dirty fried cheap-ass calamares eating motherfuckers 

Convincing themselves that they live in great comfort, without a bed 

The Nation is suffering 

Due to millions of pounding stupidity  

She don't need Filipinos 

She is long-seeking for valiant patriots 

Abstain from being a deadweight brain-dead 

We need to oppose against the obvious amiss 

Reason, allege and utter 

For the sake of our prospective patriots, to be born today 

Remember, ignoring the wickedness of your idols 

Is like licking the butthole of a hairy stinking six hundred pound man, who just died of gluttony 

You're disgusting. 

Is an understatement 

For no word could define your nefarious stupidity 

You are just plain stupid 

A cotton-brained parasite who will be forgotten 

Just a few hours after getting buried six feet under the heaven-cursed ground 

Reason, allege and utter 

 

It is not a choice, but a fucking responsibility 

  



M.I.D 

 

A horde cheer on a guy with a laptop 

A thousand walk by a guitarist on the street 

A music enthusiast sells his collection of records 

A kid imitates Slash with an electronic device 

A musician is striving to have a gig 

A master of none became a DJ overnight 

A group of posers is touring the country 

A jazz artist struggles to feed his family 

A middle-aged vocalist is getting mocked for his looks 

A teen idol just went platinum 

A has-been is troubled by his debts 

A humbug hanged up his ninth guitar on the wall 

A song-writer is being refused to enter backstage 

A singer grins while watching 

A true-blue artist is criminally unknown 

A man is celebrated for pretending to be weird 

Fuckin A's 

Music is Dead 

 

  



DEMENTED MINDS 

 

I grew up walking the streets of the wicked 

A place where depravity and impiety is undefeated 

The innocent keeps on moving, death's always close 

No one else  survives unless they embrace the hosts 

People around me roams with pistols and knives 

But my mind, heart, words and balls were the  setbacks 

Left-right-front and back ,  you got to be keen 

For most days the place turns to red from green 

Days and nights were hard to tell  

For most of the time the place was dim 

Random victims thudded to the streets  

Like stray dogs - shot to nil 

Fear was a spontaneous epidemic  

Calmness is uncertain  

Everything's tragic, fuck  

You could only peek on the curtain 

There's no predator versus prey   

For the latter were helpless all they could do is pray 

Doors and windows close before the sun elopes 

And as the moon start to shine it will be the omega of high hopes 

 

The city never sleeps along with mothers who weep, shit 

The wicked are waiting for calls - to take the next hit 

 

No one is safe here, for everyone could be a victim  

I saw one of my brothers thud in the dark alley  

 

A grieving mother was sitting in the front door 

Another one 

Her eyes were longing for justice  



But there was none 

 

A fatherless daughter asked herself 'why' in the mirror 

Then reality raided her visions with the earlier terrors 

 

Only the strong survives  

And God bless me for I'm still alive 

Draw your swords now  

And we'll see who die 

 

If only the heavens would separate the weak - from the strong 

This shits could be over, but no 

 It is wrong 

Yes no can do, 'cause the majority are the innocent 

How could these roguish motherfuckers be strong 

If they would be the decent 

Regardless of what weapon we chose 

People kill people 

If only being human we chose 

People will be people 

 

  



MASTER SPIDER 

 

The Master Spider in his prime, was invincible 

In an intense game of draughts  

He could make someone grind in the cemented gutters 

Just by grinning like an idiot possum sitting over a jaguar's nose 

His words could trigger a sleeping Mastodon to roll over a 

Con-artist sweaty balls licker of a ruthless capitalist 

A magnificent vacuum cleaner that spits all the dirt 

Inside an anomalistic person's grand yard  

Direct to the point, a straight punch to the chin 

No dodging, no unnecessary bullshits 

A duck yelling,  fuck me sideways 

Standing in front of a crocodile's wide mouth 

A lizard doing the Bruce Lee pose  

Whilst facing the approaching water in a roof drain 

The greatest; indeed 

Willing to shroud  

A living flesh of a nightmare 

Right at the centre of the valley of the beasts 
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